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NG Tubes and Other Lines - Prevention of Removal (Adult) - Summary 

Clinical Guideline 
 

Reference No: CG-T/2011/148 

 
The Mental capacity Act (2005) Section 6, requires that when restraining a patient a 
clinician must satisfy two tests; 
1. They must reasonably believe that the restraint is necessary to prevent harm to the patient who 
lacks capacity and; 
2. The amount or type of restraint used and the amount of time it lasts must be a proportionate 
response to the likelihood and seriousness of that harm 
 
If the patient is deemed as lacking capacity then a Best Interest decision has to be made 
taking account the multi-disciplinary team and next of kin. In the absence of a next of kin a 
referral should be made to the IMCA service. 

Prior to consideration of the use of physical restraint devices all less restrictive options must 
have been explored. These include 1:1 nursing, distraction therapy, a n d  reinsertion of 
lines/tubes, Physical restraint devices must never be used as a substitute for any of 
these measures, when there are other non-restrictive measures available to adequately 
manage the situation or need. 

Restraint should only be considered for critical interventions such as airway management, 
enteral / parenteral feeding / medication and temporary pacing wires, not for less critical 
intervention such as urinary catheters where incontinence will occur, intravenous therapy where 
oral fluids may be taken. 

NG Tubes 
In order to reduce the risk of a patient unintentionally removing an NG tube, Consultants and MDTs 
are required to make an individual patient assessment as to whether the patient would be best 
served by mittens or a nasal retention device and this should be recorded in the notes.  
In the situation of a generally confused patient, mittens may be a preferred option to reduce the 
risk of unintentional removal of NG tubes, cannula and other devices. In other situations a nasal 
retention device may be more appropriate. 

Prior to the use of mittens or nasal retention device the assessment tool must be completed 
(appendix 1 full clinical guideline)  

The use of the mittens/nasal retention device must be reviewed every 24 hours and recorded on 
the assessment for continued use of mittens and/or nasal retention device form (appendix 2 full 
clinical guideline)  

Monitor ing and Intervention for both mittens and nasal retention device must be recorded on the 
appropriate observation form (appendix 3 and 4 full guideline) 

The patient / relatives should be provided with the patient information sheet (appendix 5, Full 
Clinical Guideline) 

A Deprivation of Liberty application is not required for the use of mittens or nasal retention device. 

Mittens 
Hand control mittens are a specific product designed to restrict the movement of one or both 
hands and used with patients who have removed essential lines/tubes. Only mittens manufactured 
for this purpose may be used. In the situation of a generally confused patient, mittens may be a 
preferred option to prevent removal of NG tubes, cannulae and other devices 
 

 If the patient has neurological or musculo-skeletal impairments of the hand or wrist the 
use of mittens must be discussed with the medical and therapy teams to ensure 
appropriateness of use and agree timetable for wearing of mittens 

 Staff must ensure they follow manufacturer's guidance with the use of mittens which 
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includes implementing the use of buffers to the bed rails to avoid entrapment of the 
patient's hands. 

 Cannulae must NOT be sited under mittens.  

 Mittens should be applied in such a way that full m ovement of the fingers is not 
restricted and that the strapping is secure enough that it is difficult for the patient to pull 
the mitten off over their wrist, but must not restrict circulation.  

 The patient must be attended to hourly due to being unable to summon help by the use of 
the nurse call. 

 Where mittens are in use, patients may  need full support with all activities of daily living, 
however if the patient is able to participate in these activities the mittens should be removed 
to allow this 

 The mittens must be removed at least three times per day to allow cleansing and 
inspection of the skin integrity.  

 Removal of mittens should be timetabled within the care plan, for example around 
visiting times, meal times etc. 

 The use of mittens must be reviewed at least every 24 hours by the MDT and recorded 
on the their use may be discontinued at any time by any practitioner if:- 

• The patient becomes more agitated or distressed when wearing the mittens 

• Deterioration in skin condition is observed 

• Patient’s condition/capacity changes and therefore they are no longer required 

• Alternatives  may  need  to  be  considered  if  the  patient  remains  at  risk  of 
significant harm because of pulling at lines or tubes. 

 The mittens are for single patient use only; if soiled they should be disposed of in clinical 
waste and new ones supplied. 

 

Nasal retention device 

An invasive device used to reduce the risk of a  nasogastric tube being removed. A nasal 
retention device is a fixation device and not a form of physical restraint. 
 

A nasal retention device should be considered if 

 There is documented evidence of 3 or more NG tubes having been unintentionally 
removed by the patient within a week, and mittens have been unsuccessful. 

 The patient has a neurological problem where mittens may impair the recovery of function, 
and there is documented evidence of 3 or more NG tubes having been unintentionally 
removed by the patient with in a week. 

In the following situations a nasal retention device should be considered at the initiation of NG 
feeding 

 ITU patients who are at high risk of displacing an NG tube during extubation due to agitation 
and where it is imperative that the NG tube remains in place, for essential medication, and 
removal/ reinsertion would potentially cause complications.  

 Patients who have had an NG tube inserted to act as a drain during surgery where it is 
imperative that the NG tube remains in place, and removal/ reinsertion would potentially 
cause complications 

 Complex nutrition patients where it is imperative that the NG tube remains in place, and 
removal/ reinsertion would potentially cause complications (decision made after discussion 
with nutrition consultant)  

 NG tubes which have required endoscopy or radiology to insert  the tube, and there is 
reason to believe there is a risk of the tube being unintentionally  removed 


